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PULVERIZE WITH
POWER & SPEED

MHP
MOBILE HYDRAULIC PULVERIZERS
DEMOLITION SOLUTIONS
Designed for high efficiency secondary demolition and concrete recycling, the LaBounty Mobile
Hydraulic Pulverizers (MHP) offers industry-leading power-to-weight and large jaw capacities. The
all-new MHP design has been optimized to pick-up, crush, and separate rebar from concrete
faster than ever before thanks to high-tip forces, a large jaw, and fast cycle times.
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MHP

SERIES

MOBILE HYDRAULIC PULVERIZERS
4-Way Indexable Blades
provide 4 usable cutting edges
Integrated Speed Valve*
for fast cycle times
Patented “Swift Lock Teeth“
are field replaceable to significantly
reduce downtime

Fully Protected End Cap
for durability

Large Jaw Capacity
to process the thick concrete
Lower Jaw Angle Optimized
to easily pick-up slabs

Bolt-on Replaceable Lower Platen
for quick maintenance
*Integrated Speed Valve only available on MHP 350

SPECIFICATION TABLE
Model

Weight*
lbs

Jaw Opening
kg

in

mm

Jaw Depth
in

mm

Min Excavator Weight 3rd Member***

Reach**
ft

m

lbs

m Tons

MHP 200

4,850

2,220

37

940

33

840

8.9

2.7

44,000

20

MHP 350

6,800

3,084

44

1,120

40

1,020

9.0

2.7

66,000

30

*Weight includes standard excavator mounting bracket. Attachment weight may vary depending on mounting configuration as well as options.
** Reach is measured from the attachment mounting pivot (boom or stick) forward to the end of the jaw.
*** Excavator weights should be used as a guide only, all mounting configurations must be preapproved by LaBounty.
LaBounty reserves the right to improve, update, or change the product specifications, appearance, or functional attributes without notice.

“The MHP 350 is quite an amazing piece of equipment. It crushes better
than any other attachment because it has more opening and better
processing power.”
Rudy Diaz, Cherry Crushed Concrete Inc.
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